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We present recent results from the BABAR and Belle Collaborations on electroweak and radiative
decays. These include searches for new physics via measurements of several observables in the
angular analyses of B → K ∗ `+ `− decays, as well as searches for the rare B0 → φ γ and B+ →
K + τ + τ − decays.
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1. Introduction

2. Angular analyses of B → K ∗ `+ `− decays
The analysis of the rare decay B → K ∗ `+ `− , where `+ `− is hereafter e+ e− or µ + µ − , gives
access to several angular observables that are sensitive to NP contributions. The decay is fully
defined by three helicity angles ~Ω = (θl , θK , φ ), and q2 , the invariant mass of the dilepton system
squared. The CP-averaged angular distribution in a bin of q2 is given by [1]
1
d3 (Γ + Γ)
9 h 3
1
=
(1 − FL ) sin2 θK + FL cos2 θK + (1 − FL ) sin2 θK cos 2θl
2
32π
4
4
d(Γ + Γ)/dq
d~Ω
− FL cos2 θK cos 2θl + S3 sin2 θK sin2 θl cos 2φ
+ S4 sin 2θK sin 2θl cos φ + S5 sin 2θK sin θl cos φ
4
+ AFB sin2 θK cos θl + S7 sin 2θK sin θl sin φ
3
i
+ S8 sin 2θK sin 2θl sin φ + S9 sin2 θK sin2 θl sin 2φ ,
where the angular observables FL , the longitudinal polarisation fraction of the K ∗ , AFB , the forwardbackward asymmetry of the dilepton system, and the Si are combinations of the K ∗ amplitudes
(0 )
(0 )
(0 )
depending on the WC C7 , C9 , C10 and specific form factors (FF). In Ref. [2] an alternative
(0)
parametrisation using the Pi observables was proposed, that are designed such that hadronic FF
p
0
uncertainties cancel at leading order, with: P2 = 2AFB /3(1 − FL ); P4,5,8
= S4,5,8 / FL (1 − FL ); and
p
P60 = S7 / FL (1 − FL ).
2.1 BABAR analysis of B → K ∗ `+ `− decays
Using the full BABAR data sample, B → K ∗ `+ `− events are reconstructed in five exclusive
final states: B+ → K ∗+ (→ KS0 π + )µ + µ − ; B0 → K ∗0 (→ K + π − )µ + µ − ; B+ → K ∗+ (→ K + π 0 )e+ e− ;
B+ → K ∗+ (→ KS0q
π + )e+ e− ; and B0 → K ∗0 (→ K + π − )e+ e− . The selection is based on the kinematic

variables mES ≡

∗
∗
2 /4 − p∗2 and ∆E ≡ E ∗ − E
ECM
CM /2, where pB and EB are the B momentum
B
B
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The BABAR and Belle experiments recorded e+ e− collisions at the ϒ (4S) resonance with
integrated luminosities of 429 fb−1 and 711 fb−1 , respectively, corresponding to 471 × 106 and
772 × 106 BB pairs produced. In the LHC era, the B factories are still competitive, especially for
channels involving neutral particles such as π 0 or KS0 , and τ leptons. We present here a selection of
recent results on electroweak and radiative decays from the BABAR and Belle experiments. In the
Standard Model (SM), both the b → s and b → d transitions are quark-level flavor-changing neutral
current (FCNC) processes. Since all FCNC processes are forbidden at tree level in the SM, the
lowest order diagrams representing these transitions must involve loops. In such processes, QCD
corrections can typically be described using an effective Hamiltonian defined as Heff ∝ ∑10
i=1 Ci Oi ,
where the Ci and Oi are, respectively, the short-distance Wilson coefficients (WC) and local longdistance operators. Contributions from New Physics (NP) in b → s(d) transitions may modify
the SM values of the WC, and change the values, predicted by the SM, of observables such as
branching fractions and CP asymmetries as well as angular distributions.
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Figure 1: FL (left) and AFB (right) results in the q2 range 1.0 < q2 < 6.0 GeV2/c4 , along with those of other
experiments [5, 6, 17, 8, 9] and the SM expectation (vertical lines) [1, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14].

2.2 Belle analysis of B0 → K ∗0 `+ `− decays
Using the full Belle data sample, B0 → K ∗0 `+ `− events are reconstructed in two exclusive
final states: B0 → K ∗0 (→ K + π − )µ + µ − and B0 → K ∗0 (→ K + π − )e+ e− . The present analysis is
2
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and energy in the ϒ (4S) center-of-mass (CM) frame, and ECM is the total CM energy. Random
combinations of leptons from semileptonic B and D decays, occurring in both BB and e+ e− → qq,
where q = u, d, s, c, events, are reduced using bagged decision trees (BDTs) [3], depending on the
considered final state, the background type and the q2 region. For both e+ e− and µ + µ − modes,
the J/ψ (2.85 < m`+ `− < 3.18 GeV/c2 ) and ψ(2S) (3.59 < m`+ `− < 3.77 GeV/c2 ) mass regions are
vetoed and used as high-statistics control samples.
The angular variables are extracted in several q2 bins [4] from the data using a series of
likelihood (LH) fits which proceed in several steps. An initial unbinned maximum LH fit of
mES (> 5.2 GeV/c2 ), mKπ and a likelihood ratio LR that discriminates against random combinatorial BB backgrounds is performed. This step allows to fix all the corresponding probability
density function shapes. Then, FL is obtained from a 4-d fit to mES (> 5.27 GeV/c2 ), mKπ , LR
and cos θK using: dΓ/(Γ(q2 )d(cos θK )) = (3/2)FL (q2 ) cos2 θK + (3/4)(1 − FL (q2 ))(1 − cos2 θK ).
Using the fitted value of FL from the previous fit step as input, AFB is obtained from a similar 4-d fit, in which cos θ` replaces cos θK as the fourth dimension in the LH function, with:
dΓ/(Γ(q2 )d(cos θ` )) = (3/4)FL (q2 )(1 − cos2 θl ) + (3/8)(1 − FL (q2 ))(1 + cos2 θl ) + AFB (q2 ) cos θl .
The results obtained for FL and AFB in the q2 range 1.0 < q2 < 6.0 GeV2/c4 are given in Fig. 1.
This q2 range corresponds to the perturbative window away from the q2 → 0 photon pole and the cc
resonances at higher q2 , where theory uncertainties are considered to be under good control. The
B0 → K ∗0 `+ `− results are in reasonable agreement with both SM theory expectations and other
experimental results. However, we observe relatively very small values for FL in B+ → K ∗+ `+ `− ,
exhibiting tension with both the B0 → K ∗0 `+ `− results as well as the SM expectations. Using the
measured values of FL and AFB , the observable P2 is computed in each q2 bins, whose results, given
in Ref. [4], exhibit an overall good agreement with the SM expectations. The full results of the
analysis are published in Ref. [4].
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Figure 2: Result for the P50 observable compared to Descotes-Genon, Hofer, Matias and Virto (DHMV) SM
predictions [2]. Results from LHCb [17, 18] are shown for comparison.

3. Searches for rare B0 → φ γ and B+ → K + τ + τ − decays
3.1 The decay B0 → φ γ
In the SM, the decay B0 → φ γ proceeds through electroweak and gluonic b → d penguin
annihilation processes, which are highly suppressed with predicted branching fraction in the range
3
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an update
q of the one published in Ref. [5]. The selection is based on the kinematic variables
2 /c4 − |~
p∗B |2 /c2 and ∆E. Doubly misidentified events from B → K ∗ ππ when both
Mbc ≡ ECM
pions are misidentified as muons, as well as random combinations of leptons from semileptonic B
and D decays, occurring in both BB and e+ e− → qq events, are reduced using neural network (NN)
classifiers [15]. The later use input information from kinematic variables, and from the particle
identification system, as well as from event shape variables. The selection requirement for the
neural networks are optimized for the sensitivity of the angular analysis using pseudo experiments
with simulated data. Similarly to the BABAR analysis (Sec. 2.1) B → K ∗ J/ψ and B → K ∗ ψ(2S)
events are vetoed and used as high-statistics control samples.
The angular variables are extracted in several q2 bins [16] from the data using a series of
likelihood (LH) fits which proceed in several steps. First the signal and background are identified
from a fit to Mbc (> 5.22 GeV/c2 ). The Mbc variable is split into a signal (upper) and sideband
(lower) region at 5.27 GeV/c2 . In the second step the shape of the background for the angular
observables is estimated on the Mbc sideband. In the following a folding technique is applied [16,
17], which reduces the number of fitting parameters and hence improves the convergence of the
0
fit. All observables P4,5,6,8
are extracted from the data in the signal region using three-dimensional
unbinned maximum likelihood fits in each q2 bin using the folded signal PDF, fixed background
shapes and a fixed number of signal events.
As shown in Fig. 2, for P50 a deviation with respect to the DHMV SM prediction [2] is observed
with a significance of 2.1σ in the q2 range 4.0 < q2 < 8.0 GeV2 /c4 . The discrepancy in P50 supports
measurements by LHCb [17, 18], where a 3.4σ deviation is observed in the same q2 region. The
full results of the analysis are published in Ref. [16].
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10−12 to 10−11 [19, 20]. The presence of new particles in the internal loop, such as charged Higgs
boson or supersymmetric squarks, could enhance the branching fraction to the level of 10−9 to
10−8 [19]. Experimentally, no evidence for this decay has been found, and the current upper limit
on the branching fraction is 8.5 × 10−7 at 90% confidence level (C.L.) [21].
Using the full Belle data sample, B0 → φ γ events are reconstructed from the combination
of a high-energy photon and a φ → K + K − . The photon momentum is required to be in the range
[2.0, 2.8] GeV/c in the ϒ (4S) CM frame, while mK + K − is required to be in the range
[1.000, 1.039] GeV/c2 and the two charged tracks to from a common vertex. Background from
π 0 (η) → γγ decays are rejected based on likelihood ratios. B-meson candidates are selected by
requiring Mbc ∈ [5.25, 5.29] GeV/c2 and ∆E ∈ [−0.30, 0.15] GeV. A NN classifier [15], based on
topological variables, is finally added to the selection requirements to help suppressing charmless
and continuum events.
The branching fraction of B0 → φ γ decays is obtained from an unbinned extended maximum
0 ), and cos θ , where θ is the angle
likelihood fit to the variables Mbc , ∆E, the NN output (CNN
φ
φ
between the K + momentum and the opposite of the B flight direction in the φ rest frame, which
provides additional discrimination between signal and continuum events. The projections of the
four-dimension fit are shown in Fig. 3. No evidence for this decay is found and an upper limit on
the branching fraction of B(B0 → φ γ) < 1.0 × 10−7 is set at 90% C.L. This limit is almost an order
of magnitude lower than the previous most stringent result [21]. The full results of the analysis are
published in Ref. [22].
3.2 The decay B+ → K + τ + τ −
The decay B+ → K + τ + τ − is the third family equivalent of B+ → K + `+ `− and hence may
provide additional sensitivity to new physics due to third-generation couplings and the large mass of
the τ lepton [23]. The analysis uses hadronic B meson tagging techniques, where one of the two B
mesons, referred to as the Btag , is reconstructed exclusively via its decay into one of several hadronic
decay modes. The remaining tracks, clusters, and missing energy in the event are attributed to
the signal B, denoted as Bsig . Only leptonic decays of the τ are considered: τ + → e+ νe ν τ and
τ + → µ + νµ ν τ , which results in three signal decay topologies with a charged K, multiple missing
neutrinos, and either e+ e− , µ + µ − or e+ µ − in the final state. Since the Btag is fully reconstructed,
4
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0 ; and (d) cos θ . The points with
Figure 3: Projections of the four-dimensional fit: (a) Mbc ; (b) ∆E; (c) CNN
φ
error bars show the data, the dotted (red) curves represent the signal, the dashed-dotted (magenta) curves
represent continuum events, the dashed (green) curves represent the charmless background, and the solid
(blue) curves represent the total fit.
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its four-vector is fully determined and thus that of the Bsig can be calculated. Btag candidates are
selected requiring 5.20 < mES < 5.30 GeV/c2 and −0.12 < ∆E < 0.12 GeV, and B+ → K + τ + τ −
signal events are required to have a charged Btag candidate with mES > 5.27 GeV/c2 and a non-zero
missing energy. B+ → K + τ + τ − candidates are required to possess exactly three charged tracks
satisfying particle identification requirements consistent with one charged K and an e+ e− , µ + µ − ,
or e+ µ − pair, and the K ± is required to have a charge opposite to that of Btag . Continuum events are
suppressed using a multivariate likelihood selector based on event-shape variables, and vetoes are
applied to remove backgrounds with a J/ψ (3.00 < m`+ `− < 3.19 GeV/c2 ) or a D0 (1.80 < mK − `+ <
1.90 GeV/c2 ).
The main remaining background, with a final state identical to that of signal, originates from
BB events in which a properly reconstructed Btag is accompanied by Bsig → D(∗) `ν ` , with D(∗) →
K`0 ν `0 . These contributions are suppressed using a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) neural network [24] based on kinematic and event shape variables. Figure 4 shows the MLP distribution,
which output is required to be > 0.70 for the e+ e− and µ + µ − channels and > 0.75 for the e+ µ −
channel.
i −N i )/(ε i N ),
The branching fraction for each of the signal modes is defined as Bi = (Nobs
bkg
sig BB
i is the number of observed events after the selection,
where NBB is the total number of BB pairs, Nobs
i the signal efficiency, and N i
εsig
bkg the background estimate, obtained from simulation. The final
signal efficiencies, background estimates and observed yields of each signal mode are given in

i
Nbkg
i
εsig (×10−5 )
i
Nobs
Significance (σ )

e+ e−

µ+µ−

e+ µ −

49.4 ± 2.4 ± 2.9
1.1 ± 0.2 ± 0.1
45
-0.6

45.8 ± 2.4 ± 3.2
1.3 ± 0.2 ± 0.1
39
-0.9

59.2 ± 2.8 ± 3.5
2.1 ± 0.2 ± 0.2
92
3.7

i , signal efficiencies, ε i , number of observed data events, N i ,
Table 1: Expected background yields, Nbkg
sig
obs
and signed significance for each signal mode. Quoted uncertainties are statistical and systematic.
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Figure 4: (color online) MLP output distribution for the three signal channels combined. The B+ →
K + τ + τ − signal MC distribution is shown (dashed) with arbitrary normalization. The data (points) are overlaid on the expected combinatorial (shaded) plus mES -peaking (solid) background contributions.
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Table 1, with the associated branching fraction significance. No significant signal is observed and
the upper limit on the final branching fraction for the combined three modes is determined to be
2.25 × 10−3 at the 90% C.L. The full results of the analysis are published in Ref. [25].

4. Conclusion
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The BABAR and Belle Collaborations, several years after the shutdown of the experiments, are
still producing competitive results, especially for channels involving neutral particles such as π 0
or KS0 , and τ leptons. Four recent analyses have been presented, for which all the results are in
agreement with the SM predictions.

